
Kent Premier go 
‘Head to Head 
with Somerset in 
the 2017 / 18      

Inter County Consolation Final! 

Final Score: Kent 19 points Somerset 21 points.
Played in Tamworth Indoor Bowls Club Sunday 22nd April 2018.
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This game was the climax of a strange season for the Kent Premier team; for only the second time 
in our history the Premier side found itself in the Consolation Cup. Kent had destroyed Avon in 
the Quarter Final whilst Somerset had done the same against Wiltshire. Amazingly and sadly both 
teams had qualified through their semi-finals without bowling a bowl, Cheshire had withdrawn 
from their match against Kent and Surrey did the same against Somerset. Despite this sad 
situation both Kent and Somerset looked forward to an even and competitive final match of their 
respective seasons.

Session 1

Session 1 started very well for Kent with Michael Doorey taking an excellent 2 point win beating 
his Somerset counterpart by 12 shots to 9, Tim Rycraft also squeezed a win securing a 1 shot 
victory. Whilst in the pairs Rob Berry and Richard Southby dominated with a 19 shots to 9 victory; 
unfortunately Thomas Coles and Chris Bull lost out by 17 shots to 10. Kent took a good 6 points to 
2 in the first session

Session 1 finished Kent 6 points 55 shots 2 points 48 shots
Bonus points (Kent perspective) Singles +4 shots

Pairs +3 shots

Session 2 

This session started with Kent feeling confident whilst Somerset set off with a very determined 
resolve. At the half way stage the only Kent team to have their nose in front was the four of Andy 
Player, Derek Ford, Jason Smith and Danny Hogben. As the game developed Danny and his team 
mates consolidated their lead and secured a 14 - 5 victory; the reverse was happening with Alan 
Harwood, Neil Faulkner, Jeff Vanns and Cliff Henry as they struggled to get in front of their 
opponents finally losing by 9 shots to 6. The triples saw an old face return to the fray with Gary 
Allard, Richard Stagg and Linda Wynn looking to take some more points for Kent, unfortunately 
something was in the air and the ends kept eluding the Kent triple as they took a hard 18 shots to 
6 defeat. It was the same story for the second Kent triple as Patrick Finnis, Allan Plowman and 
Nicky Bartlett also lost 18 shots to 6; this second result almost guaranteed that Somerset would 
take the bonus points for the shot difference.

Session 2 finished Kent 8 points 87 shots Somerset 8 points 98 shots
Bonus points (Kent perspective) Triples -24 shots and 

Fours +6 shots

Session 3

The early Kent points lead had now been closed off and all was to play for in the second half. The 
first result for Kent was a defeat to Tim Rycraft, all down to the wire as Tim started his last end 1 
shot up, with the last bowl to play of the game Somerset held 1 shot for the draw. To his credit the 
Somerset bowler drew a tight bowl to secure 2 shots and a 1 shot victory. This proved to be a key 
result for both teams. Next to finish was Mike Doorey who continued his superb season for Kent 
as Mike took a second win on the day with a 14 - 8 shots victory. The pairs were not fairing so well 
with Rob Berry and Richard Southby 4 shots down playing their last end; after a cool performance 
they managed to secure an unexpected draw as they took all 4 shots for a drawn game; this felt 
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like an important point to the Kent team. Last to finish was Thomas and Chris who were a few 
ends behind; at 11 ends played they were 10 - 9 down. However, a few quality Somerset bowls and   
poor decisions saw the Kent pair drop 7 shots in 3 of the last 4 ends. The final score was 17 - 10 to 
Somerset.

Session 3 finished Kent 13 points  134 shots 
Somerset 15 points 147 shots

Bonus points (Kent perspective) Singles +9 shots 
Pairs -4 shots

Session 4

It was now important for Kent to turn around the performance of their triples and fours; 
unfortunately the Somerset players saw the finishing line. Kent needed 8 points from the last 12 
available points. Both triples put in a better performance but again both struggled with Linda, 
Richard and Gary coming in second with a 14 shots to 9 defeat Nicky Tresadern’s team ran out 8 - 
11 losers. These two results meant Kent could not win; however the two fours teams were still 
bowling and wanted some honour for Kent. Firs to finish was the Danny Hogben quartet with a 10 
shots to 8 victory; Cliff and Jeff were taking their time and secured a 17 points to 4 win. This 
confirmed a tight match with a Kent defeat. Somerset won with a deserved victory.

Session 4 finished Kent 19 points 178 shots 
Kent 21 points 184 shots

Bonus points (Kent perspective) Triples -32 shot difference 
Fours +21 shots

Final Score:  Kent 19 & Somerset 21 Points
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Conclusion

In the end Kent were left wondering what if, what if the normally excellent triples had took some 
points, what if Chris and Thomas could have held back two excellent Somerset pairs and what if 
Tim had secured a draw or even a win…..games at these stages and levels are decided on fine 
lines. The Kent team has had a sporadic season with consistency being a major problem. Perhaps 
making the final was nice and from a realistic point of view perhaps defeat was a fair result!

The Kent squad looks forward to next season when the records are wiped clean and new teams 
and opponents loom. Congratulations goes to Somerset who took their chances on the day. 

The final word was said by Tim Rycraft (Squad Manager) when he said “It is not how we go down 
but how we get back up and I know Kent will be back up again in September when the season 
starts again”
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